The camouflage bathing suit has made its appearance in England and has excited attention if not admiration. Three exponents of the "dazzle" idea are pictured here, disporting themselves on the sands at Margate.

An example of how fliers risk their lives to thrill crowds. Lieut. Milton Gilmour and Shirley Short are shown here by vaudeville to amuse thousands of spectators at Sheepshead Bay. Photo by Paul Thompson.

Mrs. Alfred Wriggins of New York, a recent photograph. She has recently returned from France, where she drove an ambulance. Over here she has interested herself in various war charities. Photo by de Morsman.
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The delegates from Abyssinia. This is probably the most picturesque of the parties at the Peace Congress. Even in Paris, where almost everything happens, this quartet was the cynosure of all eyes. Photo by International News Service.

Crowds in Berlin in a demonstration against the acceptance of the terms of the peace treaty. Later there were counter demonstrations in which the demand was made that the terms be accepted at once.

A wedding dress that seems to possess personality as well as beauty is shown by B. Altman & Co. It is of white satin and is enhanced by shadow lace.